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1.0 Purpose:

All Washington County Apparatus will be inspected annually.

Odd year inspections will be completed by the EMS Management Specialist in cooperation with the standards committee. These inspections may be delayed in the event MIEMSS inspections are prolonged by paperwork or failed units.

State inspected on a bi-annual basis. In January, each department shall complete the request for Voluntary Ambulance Inspection conducted by MIEMSS. This form shall be submitted to the EMS Committee no later than February 1 and then it shall be forwarded to the MIEMSS Region II Office.

EMS Management Specialist will assist in completing the appropriate paperwork for each department.

EMS Management Specialist will coordinate the scheduling for inspections.

New unit inspections are to be scheduled with the standards committee. EMS Company inspections should be coordinated through the standards committee in coordination with the EMS Management Specialist.